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Re: Fellowship Hall Ref. 048404 
 

Good Afternoon Jill 
Many thank s for getting back to me. It is much appreciated. For speed of reply , I will outline my 
concerns as follows: 
 
-extending the licensing hours will impact on this densely populated area of houses (by way of 
traffic, music & pedestrian noise as well as lights from the cars & Hall). There is a block of flats 
directly next to the hall, several houses with windows directly next to the hall (the driveway of 2 
houses that I know of have windows of the hall bordering their property). Added to this, there 
are listed properties in this direct area where this noise pollution so late into the evening would 
most certainly cause a real problem (as double glazing is not possible). 
 
-congestion is already a problem in this area. Although this has been alleviated by parking 
restrictions recently, these restrictions would not resolve late night congestion with collections 
from taxis & private cars (this is a narrow road with cars parked all down one side on an 
evening). Extending the hours of congestion will only add to the noise problem highlighted 
above 
 
- during yarm fair this street is used as a bypass for the high street. Late congestion in this area 
would conflict with this use & experience of the residents at this time provides very real 
evidence to the noise this extra traffic brings (one weekend per year is more than enough) 
 
I worry that extending the licensing hours will bring nuisance behaviour to this beautiful place 
to live. We experienced this before, during the Pokemon Go craze, when the corner of High 
Church Wynd & West Street was inundated with people. During this time we lost our tenants in 
our house, as they could not stand the noise & nuisance behaviour . This is obviously a concern 
to the long term value of the properties in this area. 
 
King regards 
Becky Waddle 
(Hope House, West Street, Yarm, TS15 9BU)  

Sent from my iPhone 




